The RES Forum Expands Footprint in Asia Pacific
London, 24th July 2015 - The RES Forum today announced that it has concluded an agreement with Mr Steve Lewis of (Silk
Road Services), long term Asia expatriate and expert HR & Relocation industry figure, for the establishment of local RES
Forum branches in China, Hong Kong and Singapore.
Steve will drive the Asia Pacific RES Forum agenda and help to grow the RES Forum presence across the region, drawing
upon a wealth of knowledge and experience within Global Mobility, as well as acting as focal point and neutral group
facilitator for the membership in the region.
The new RES Forum Asia organisation will collaborate on shared projects, research and learning initiatives, facilitate
dialogue between members and organise RES Forum member events in multiple Asia locations, supported by the global
RES Forum leadership, local RES Forum partners and corporate HR ambassadors & long-term RES Forum members.
Andrea Piacentini (The RES Forum) said: “We are delighted to have partnered with Steve. This is an exciting initiative for
The RES Forum, and a key piece of our broader internationalisation strategy. We have big ambitions to grow the RES
membership through a combination of digital expansion and engagement and local representation (branches) in key
mobility markets. We have been present in Asia for some years already and, with a new alliance and clear priority on the
region, we are excited about our future here!’
Steve Lewis said: “I am also delighted to have the opportunity to drive the development of The RES Forum throughout Asia
Pacific. This is a natural extension of my existing long term relationship with The RES Forum. It adds a new dimension of
local representation within the RES Forum global digital network. I believe this creates a good balance and will lead to
further growth, interaction and engagement amongst members co-ordinated by myself. The RES Forum values and culture
of collaboration, research and shared learning will resonate well with Asia-based mobility professionals.”
For more information, please contact office@theresforum.com

The RES Forum (www.theresforum.com) was created in 2006 as an independent community for International HR & Mobility
professionals and is now the largest and most active network, specialising in global mobility survey data, modelling and
analytics. Over 725 members from 340 of the world’s leading companies in 40 countries, all mobility professionals, have joined
the RES Forum and are active participants in knowledge sharing in an increasingly growing online community.
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